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HKPOP Panel

Date of survey June 8, 3pm – June 11, 3pm

Survey method Online survey

Target population Hong Kong residents aged 12+

Total sample size 8,806

Response rate 11.8%

Sampling error Sampling error of percentages at +/-1% at 95% confidence level

Weighting method

The figures are rim-weighted according to 1) gender-age distribution, educational attainment (highest 

level attended) distribution, economic activity status distribution of Hong Kong population and by 

District Councils population figures from Census and Statistics Department; 2) Voting results of 

District Councils Election from Registration and Electoral Office; 3) rating distribution of Chief 

Executive from regular tracking surveys.

Contact Information
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 Latest Date of survey: 8-11/6/2020

 Question: Opinion surveys find that most people are not confident in one country, two

systems. If this is real, who do you think should largely be responsible? (Multiple choices)

Analyze data of respondents before submission of ‘Other’ answer

Pro-democracy camp 

supporters (n=7,620)

Non-pro-democracy camp 

supporters* (n=902)
Combined^

HKSAR Government 88% 47% 67%

Central Government 92% 40% 65%

Councillors of Pro-

establishment camp
65% 24% 44%

Councillors of Pro-democracy

camp
16% 54% 36%

Citizens 10% 32% 22%

British Government 13% 13% 13%

Others 3% 17% 11%

* Include: pro-establishment camp supporters, centrist supporters, no political inclination / politically neutral / do not belong to any camp
^  The aggregated figures come from adjusting the by-group weighted figures using ratio of “pan-democratic” vs “non-pan-democratic” collected in regular tracking survey.
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 Latest Date of survey: 8-11/6/2020

 Question: Opinion surveys find that most people are not confident in one country, two

systems. If this is real, who do you think should largely be responsible? (Multiple choices)

Pro-democracy camp 

supporters (n=7,620)

Non-pro-democracy camp 

supporters* (n=897)
Combined^

HKSAR Government／Officials／
Disciplinary Force

88% 49% 67%

Central Government／China／
Chinese

92% 41% 65%

Pro-establishment camp 65% 25% 44%

Pro-democracy camp 16% 57% 37%

HK citizens 10% 35% 23%

Foreign／International Society 13% 15% 14%

Others 2% 5% 3%

Analyze data of respondents after submission of ‘Other’ answer

* Include: pro-establishment camp supporters, centrist supporters, no political inclination / politically neutral / do not belong to any camp
^  The aggregated figures come from adjusting the by-group weighted figures using ratio of “pan-democratic” vs “non-pan-democratic” collected in regular tracking survey.
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 Latest Date of survey: 8-11/6/2020

 Question: Opinion surveys find that most people are not confident in one country, two

systems. If this is real, who do you think should largely be responsible? (Multiple choices)

Analyze data of respondents after submission of ‘Other’ answer

* Include: pro-establishment camp supporters, centrist supporters, no political inclination / politically neutral / do not belong to any camp
^  The aggregated figures come from adjusting the by-group weighted figures using ratio of “pan-democratic” vs “non-pan-democratic” collected in regular tracking survey.
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 Latest Date of survey: 25-28/5/2020

 Question: How much do you support or oppose about establishment the legal system and

enforcement mechanisms to safeguard national security in Hong Kong

 CUHK poll question: Do you support or oppose the central government bypassing the Hong

Kong Legislative Council and enacting a national securtiy law for Hong Kong through

Annex III of the Basic Law?

Pro-democracy 

camp supporters

(n=9,477)

Non-pro-democracy 

camp supporters* 

(n=1,186)

Combined^

Survey results of 

CUHK

(25-29/5/2020)

Support 1% 62% 31% 24%

Half-half 1% 9% 5% 9%

Oppose 96% 29% 63% 64%

* Include: pro-establishment camp supporters, centrist supporters, no political inclination / politically neutral / do not belong to any camp
^  The aggregated figures come from adjusting the by-group weighted figures using ratio of “pan-democratic” vs “non-pan-democratic” collected in regular tracking survey.
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 Date of survey: 1-4/6/2020

 Question: Do you think the Hong Kong SAR Government should or should not substantially

reorganize the police force?

Pro-democracy 

camp supporters

(n=8,608)

Non-pro-democracy 

camp supporters* 

(n=1,056)

Combined^

Results of 

telephone survey

(1-4/6/2020)

Should 91% 30% 61% 62%

Should Not 4% 58% 31% 31%

Don’t know／
Hard to say

5% 12% 8% 7%

* Include: pro-establishment camp supporters, centrist supporters, no political inclination / politically neutral / do not belong to any camp
^  The aggregated figures come from adjusting the by-group weighted figures using ratio of “pan-democratic” vs “non-pan-democratic” collected in regular tracking survey.


